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PROCESS AND DIMENSION OF COMMUNICATION

UNIT–2

PROCESS AND DIMENSION OF COMMUNICATION

2·0 Objective :
At the end of this unit you well be able to understand :
The process of communication
 The different directions of communication
 Their advantages and limitations

2·1 Introduction :
David Berlo in his book ‘The Process of Communication’ explained the process as

follows–“an idea, concept, message or some information is encoded by the encoder using
a medium which can be understood by the decoder  (the receiver of the message) who in
turn processes it in his mind and responds to it.” If the decoder understands the message
completly, FIDELITY of communication is said to be hundred percent. Anything that
obstracts communication is said to be barrier to communication.

Fidelity of Communication
IdeaConceptMessageInformation

Encoder       Medium       Decoder
IdeaConceptMessageInformation

Fig 1. David Berlo Model of Communication
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1. Fideltiy of Communication is achieved when the idea, concept, message or
information in the mind of the encoder is completely transferred to the mind of the decoder
without loss in transmission.

(i) Familiarity with the medium used
(ii) Experience in the discipline encoded
(iii) Similar or equal competence in the discipline.
(iv) Level of education

1·2 The Process of Communication :
Communication is a dynamic, two way process in which there is an exchange of

ideas linking the sender and receiver towords a mutually accepted dimension or goal
consisting of seven elements.

1. Sender (Source) : The process of communication being in the mind of the sender
who has some information, idea, concept or message which he wants to share.

2. Encoding : The sender must choose certain words or non verbal means to translate
the idea into message. The encoding process requires careful thought and consideration.
One needs to consider what thoughts to include, how the receiver will interpret the contents
and how it will affect one's relationship. A simple information regarding a departmental
meeting will be relatively easy, but a doctor communicating the information regarding his
disease to a patient will require much more complicated and carefully planned messages.

3. Message : For communication to occur your receiver should first get the message.
A message is any signal that triggers the response of receiver. Message could be verbal
(written or spoken) on non verbal (such as body language, silence, yawn, shifting of eyes
etc.)

4. Channel : The sender has to decide how to send the message. Should it be sent
through e-mail or through the printed word or through graphic symbol on paper, or via the
medium of sound. Briefly, should one write or speak.

The choice of channel or medium (written or oral) is influenced by the inter
relationships between the sender and the receiver. It also depends upon the urgency of the
message sent. Beside, one may consider factors such as importance, number of receivers,
costs and amount of information.

Generally, it has been observed that if a message requires an immediate answer, an
oral channel may be a better choice. But if the message contains complicated details and
figures or if its subject requires filing for future reference, a written communication is
necessary. Further more, whether your message receiver is inside or outside the
organisation affects the choice of the medium. For internal communication, written media
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may be memos, reports, bulletins, job descriptions, posters, employee manuals or even
electronic bulletin boards. Oral communication may be staff meeting report, face to face
discussion, speeches, audio tapes, telephone chats, teleconferencing or video chats. Another
oral channel, though unplanned by the sender is the ‘grapevine’ through which news and
rumour often travel quickly. External written communication media may be letters, reports,
proposals, telegrams, faxes, electronicmails, postcards, contracts, advertisements,  brochures,
catalogs, press relase etc. Oral communication can take place face to face, over the phone,
speeches, panel descussion in groups, video conferencing, tele conferencing etc.

5. Receiver : The receiver is the person for whom the message is intended. Ideally
if the message is encoded properly and the medium is appropriate, it reaches the receiver
without undue distortion. However there may be several problems which prevent the
message from reaching the receiver. These problems may be physical for e.g. the letter or
file may never be sent to the receiver or they may be lingual pr e.g. the receiver may be
unfamiliar with the language and so its nuances may be lost or they may be emotional and
socio-cultural which may lead to bias towards receiving the message.

6. Decoding : Even if the message reaches the receiver intact, it may not be received
as it was meant to be. The receiver has to decode the message by attaching meaning to the
words and symbols. Decoding depends upon individual experience and frame of reference.
This is further  compounded by cultural differences, level of education and so on.

7. Feedback : Ultimately the receiver reacts or responds to the communication sent
by the sender. The response could be based on clear interpretation of the symbols sent or
it could be based on misunderstanding or misenterpretation of the message sent. Whatever
the response of a receiver to a sender is, it is called feedback. Feedback may be verbal or
non verbal. For eg. if you reply or argue with the sender that is verbal, but yawns, sighs,
clapping or smiling can be non verbal feedback. Listening to the message being given is
an important aspect of feedback. Listening actually consists of four activities on the part
of the reveiver (decoder). First, the listener has to hear what the speaker is saying, and
note his facial experessions, gestures and tone carefully. Second, he has to understand the
words used by the speaker and go beyond them and compehend the implied meaning of
the words often going beyond the lexical meaning.

Third, the listener evaluates the important points and the credibility of what he hears
and considers its impact on him.

Lastly the listener responds to what he has heard. These steps may take place
sequentially over a period of time or (as usually happens in spoken communication) may
take place instantaneously
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Identification

PARTIES MEDIA MODE FUNCTION
   selection

Spoken Speaking
Sender Execution

selection
Writing

Written Exceution

Listening
Spoken Interpretation

Receiver Identification
Written Reading

Interpretation
Fig. 2 : The process of communication

2·4 Dimensions and Types of Organisational Communication :
Basically communication can be divided into two types :
(i) Informal Communication
(ii) Formal  Communication
Informal communication is confidential conversation, which is not based on the

status and position of the encoder and docoder in the organisational hierarchy. For e.g.
communication between employees at the office party or conversation during lunch break
between managers and employees are informal communication. This also takes into account
messages passed through the grapevine. The grapevine is an informal, confidential and
usually spoken form of communication.

The second type of communication is formal communication. Formal communication
is used for the business and managerial functions of planning, decision making. co-
ordinting, controlling, marketing, purchasing, etc. It takes into consideration the position
of the encoder and the decoder in the organisational hierarchy and the approved channels
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of communication, which they should use. Formal communication follows certais patterns.
The three basic patterns of formal communication are :

1. Downward Communication.
2. Horizontal Communication
3. Upward Communication
1. Downward Communication :
Downward communication is the communication, which passes from an encoder

who occupies a postion which is higher in the organisational hierarchy than that of the
decoder e.g. the Board of Director to General Manager through Company Secratary or
section Head to  Supervisor. Downward communication is usually used for informing
decoders holding lower position about decisions, instructions, actions to be taken, employee
performance appraisals, procedures to be followed etc. The barriers encountered in this
type of communication are–

(i)  The differing levels of edcuation and language competence of the decoders.
(ii) The psychological resistance to a communication initiated by a person a persons

in a position of authority.
(iii) Preconceived assessment of the message before receiving it.
(iv) Showing disinterest in the communication.
(v) Viewing the communication with a different perception.
The following are the objectives of downward communication :
(i) Information : The primary objective of communication is to convey or share

information. A large and varied quantity of information is needed for doing business such
as information about raw materials, production methods, cost of production, market
conditions, legal procedures,  laws governing trade and commerce, patent laws, tax laws,
banking procedures etc. Similarly information pertaining to job conditions, employee
welfare, employee remuneration, training and instruction and labour laws are needed for
management of a business organisation. To create a market and demand for goods,
information regarding products must be communicated to the public through
advertisements. Enquiries regarding prices and availability of goods and their prices must
be made and obtained. Clarification regarding specification of goods   and terms and
conditions pertaining to purchase, loans, appointment of agencies etc. must be sought out
and obtained. Information about products and services are also communicated through
advertisements, hand bills and hoarding. All these consitute information, which has to be
communicated.

(ii) Persuasion : The second basic objective of communication is to persuade people
to charge their attitude and accept a modified attitude. Persuasion is achieved through
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logical arguments or emotional appeals to accept this change. For example a car which
highlights fuel efficiency, comfort and improved design, in its advertisement is appealing
to the readers logical reasoning. On the other hand a product which says “Be Indian, buy
Indian”. is appealing to the reader's emotion.

(iii) Education and Training : The third objective of communication is to convey
information  from experts to trainees is an organisation for the purpose of educating or
training them. The HRD in an industrial or business establishment communicates
information to the trainess and apprentices, which will orient them towards the
organisation's goals and the different types of procedures to be followed in that organisation.
This is an objective of downward communication which helps to make an organisation
efficient

(iv) Boosting Morale : Morale boosing is the fourth objective achieed through
communication. The best way to prevent a drop in employee morale and prevent rumors
in an organisation is to encourage upward communication and provide timely, reassuring
and clear downward messages at moments of crises a rumoured loss. This will counter
rumours spread through the grapevine. It is advisable for an organisation to publish in
house journals and newsletters to desseminate internal information on matters connected
with internal administration. This form of downward communication is an important tool
in the hands of management to motivate employees.

(v) Advice and Counselling : Advice and counselling may be taken as the fifth
objective by the use of communiation. In the context of a business organisation, advice is
the sharing of information acquired by experience or training with an employee who is
faced with a problem. The problem may be related to his work or to his personal life.
Usually advice is met with resistance. However, advice given by a person having greater
experience or superior training of higher designation will be met with less resistance. If
the person giving advice is known to the employee and enjoys friendly relations with
them, resistance to the advice given by him or her will be much less. Advice can be on
official matters or on personal matters. The former can be given with autority but tact and
discretion must be used in the latter case.

Counselling is a specialised form of advice. It is used to help employees with
emotional problems and problems pertaining to maladjustment, tension and also to give
career guidance. Counselling is a two way process, where the person being counselled is
encouraged to talk and the counselors merely guides the conversation and asks questions
to make the former slowly reveal or discover the root of his problem. Counseling is based
on psychology and very effective in helping persons suffering from depression and
frustration arising from problems related to their work. Stephen R. Robbins suggests the
establishment of ‘wellness programs’ to ‘focus on the employees total physical and mental
condition’ (Robbins, S.R.  Organisational Behaviour, Prentice–Hall of India, New Delhi,
1997, P.663).
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(vi) Appreciations : The seventh objective of communication is to appreciate the

work of employees. Letters of appreeiations and certificates of appreciation (presented in
functions), special mention in reports, minutes of meetings and house magazines are all
forms of written communication, which help organisational objectives.

(vii) Warnings : The eighth objective of communication is to issue warnings. In the
case of strike, lock out and dismissal of individual employees a disciplinary action against
them, written notices and warning have to be issued according to law. Warnings and notices
are issued only after less stringent methods are exhausted.

The above points are the objectives of donwards communication, which move from
the highest levels of the hierarchy of a business or industrial organisation through its
several levels. However, communication is a two way process, so for efficient functioning
of the business information must also flow upward and horizontally.

2. Horizontal Communication : The objective of horizontal communication is
coordination of intra-organisational activities, inter organisational transactions, business
transactions and commercial transactions. It makes use of conferences, meetings,
advertisement, requests, suggestions,  reviews, discussions etc. Horizontal communication
takes place when the encoder and decoder are of equal status.

3. Upward Communication : The function of upward communication is to send
information, suggestions, complaints and grievances of the lower level workers to the
managers above. It is therefore, more participative in nature. It was not encouraged in the
past, but modern managers encourage upward communication. This is a direct result of
increasing democratisation. This is also called Up Stream Communication.

The different forms of upward communication are–
1. Applications : In business organisations and industry a variety of applications

are written to communicate requests for :
 appointment to various posts or agencies or a license
 issue of shares or permissions or loans or demand drafts
An application is a formal, written request on plain paper, a letterhead or form for

any of the reasons mentioned above. It is a frequently used form of upward communication.
Even when an organisation applies to another for an agency or to the government for
permission or a license, the organisation or government department, which has the authority
to grant the permission, may be treated as the higher authority thereby making the
application an upward communication.

2. Requests : While orders are part of downward communication, requests are a
commonly used form of upward communication. Requests are made for leave, for  being
sponsored for training, for increase in salary etc. Written requests are usually supplemented
by an oral request to the official authorized by the management to grant the request.
Requests are polite in tone.
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3. Suggestions : Suggestions are pieces of information given to improve the

efficieney of an organisation or individual. Suggestions may be in technical areas, areas
of management function, work culture or in production methods etc.  Suggestions may be
made by anyone. They may be customers, members of the public, experts or employees at
any level in an organisation's structure. Because the suggestion is made to a higher authority
it is classified as upward communication. Suggestions are polite and factual.

4. Appeals : An appeal is another form of upward communication which is in the
form of an intense, sincere  request for help or support for something, a legitimate right.
The appeal is usually addressed to the apex authority. For example an appeal to revoke a
punishment or an appeal for funds to meet very costly medical treatment. In cases pertaining
to labour, employment, business transactions among others appeal are made against the
judgment of the lower and courts. The tone of an appeal is very polite and emotional but
also factual.

5. Representations : A representation is a written presentation of a grievance to a
higher authority which provides documentry  and factual evidence for what is said in it.
Rules and decisions taken previously in identical or similar cases are cited by the person
(s) making the representation a support of his/her claims. Examples of representation are

(i) Representaions occasioned by a person being overlooked for promotion.
(ii) Representation to the authorities regarding problems in transport
(iii) Lack of infrastructural facilities etc.
Representations may be given by individuals or collectively. Representation are

always given in writing to an authority at a high position. The tone of a representation is
polite but factual.

6. Demands : When requests, appeals, and representations fail to achieve their
objectives, demands are made. A demand is usually a collectively prepared, written
communication from a union to a management connected with better service conditions
or higher emoluments. The tone of a demand is usually forceful without being rude.

7. Complaint : A complaint is an oral or written statement of dissatisfaction with a
product or service or with the organisational behaviour of a person. It may be conveyed
through a telephone or in writing Complain may be made by customers, employees or
organisation to the appropriate authority. The tone of a complaint should be courteous
and factual.

Upward communication along with downward and horigontal communication helps
to circulate information, which forms the basic of efficient intra organisational business
communication. Business depends on the free flow of information from several sources in
order to be efficent and to expand and diversify . Efficient communication helps business
to expand over several countries by providing information about the many components
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of business activity.
2·5 Exercise :

1. Explain the process of communication.
2. Why is downward communication important ? What are its limitations?
3. What is horizontal communication ?
4. Write a short note on the importance of upward communication.




